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Your site can look like a million — even on a budget!
Use Dreamweaver's cool new tools to design a site with interactivity and style     

Whether you're facing your first Web site challenge or taking an existing site to the next level, this book could be your dream come true. Here's how to develop a powerful site that's attractive, functional, and dynamic, and even weave in eye-popping effects with Shockwave® and Flash®.     

Discover how to     

	Design pages and set up Web server access
	Create layers and tables
	Modify sites created in another program
	Add dynamic effects
	Work faster with templates
	Use CSS and DHTML


About the Author
   
Janine Warner is an author, speaker, journalist, Internet consultant, and Multimedia Program Manager at The University of Southern California School for Communication. She has written 10 books about the Internet, including all editions of Dreamweaver For Dummies.
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Building WordPress Themes from ScratchCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	 When I first got into web development, all the way back in 2002, a tool like WordPress did not exist yet. As a matter of fact, it wouldn’t be until almost a year later that WordPress would be released to the public for the first time; not that I was ready to use WordPress at initial release. I actually didn’t start using it...
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Hack Proofing XMLSyngress Publishing, 2002
XML is quickly becoming the universal protocol for transferring information from site to site via HTTP. Whereas HTML will continue to be the language for displaying documents on the Internet, developers will find new and interesting ways to harness the power of XML to transmit, exchange, and manipulate data using XML. Validation of the XML document...
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Introduction to Social Media Marketing: A Guide for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2017

	
		Easily understand the most important tools and skills in social media marketing. You'll be exposed to Facebook pages and ads, work with Twitter and LinkedIn, save time with Hootsuite, and learn social media monitoring.  If you are completely new to social media marketing and you want to learn the basics, this guide will...
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C++ in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003

	C++ in a Nutshell packs an enormous amount of information on C++ (and the many libraries used with it) in an indispensable quick reference for those who live in a deadline-driven world and need the facts but not the frills. Cross-references link related methods, classes, and other key features. This is an...
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Prions: Food and Drug SafetySpringer, 2005

	Prion diseases recently have attracted interest not only scientifically but also socially because of the bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) epidemic and the outbreak of variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (vCJD) in the United Kingdom. In 2004, the International Symposium of Prion Diseases for Food and Drug Safety was held October...
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Collision-Based ComputingSpringer, 2002

	Collision-Based Computing presents a unique overview of computation with mobile self-localized patterns in non-linear media, including computation in optical media, mathematical models of massively parallel computers, and molecular systems.


	It covers such diverse subjects as conservative computation in billiard ball models...
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